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5 Million Fraudulent Illegal Alien
Mortgages May Lead to Disaster

A

ccording to a report by the
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban affairs, illegal aliens
may have fraudulently purchased in
recent years as many as 5 million
homes in the United States. The
loans used to pay the properties
were obtained illegally through the
use of Mexican identification cards
or stolen identities of American
citizens. U.S. Banks are now on
the hook for billions of dollars in
mortgages that illegal aliens have
no intention of ever paying back.
“The open-borders lobby has

Foreclosures on 5 million homes purchased fraudulently by illegal aliens could
help collapse the American financial
system.

gotten everything it wanted and
now ordinary Americans are going
to pay the price,” says U.S. Border

Council Launches National
Survey on Community Effects of
Illegal Immigration

T

he U.S. Border Security Council is launching a nationwide
effort to survey ordinary Americans
about the effects of illegal aliens in
their communities.

The Immigration Field Study,
will be one of the first and certainly
most comprehensive efforts to
gauge how illegal immigration is
affecting the everyday lives of ordinary Americans.
It will cover a wide range of

topics and situations involving the
effects of illegal immigration on
the way Americans live their lives.
“We want to know to what
extent people are being inconvenienced or harassed by service
workers who can’t speak English.
We want to know if everyday activities like church services or school
activities are being disrupted to accommodate illegal aliens,” explains
Council Executive Director Brice
Griffin. “Once we know the full

Security Council Executive Director Brice Griffin. “They wanted
millions of illegals to come here.
They wanted lax credit standards.
They wanted every illegal alien to
own a home and now our economy
is teetering on the edge of economic depression,” Griffin laments.
“This is a really dangerous situation.”
It appears that many illegal
aliens went to great lengths to con
banks into providing them with
huge mortgages they couldn’t afContinued on page 3

extent of this problem, I am going
to send this report to Capitol Hill
and show the politicians the extent
of this problem.”
Many politicians seem to believe that the problem of illegal
aliens is confined to the big cities
or the regions along the southern
border.
“I do not believe that is the case
and this giant survey should prove
it,” Griffin says. “There will be
no more excuses from politicians
about how illegal immigration is a
local problem.”
Continued on page 3

Border Security
News in Brief
Federal law enforcement officials last summer scrapped a test
run of a “self -deportation” program in which aliens under deportation orders in the U.S. would volunteer to return to their homelands.
Only eight aliens volunteered for
the program.

The Georgia state legislature recently passed a new law making it
a felony to drive without a license.
The measure was aimed at illegal
aliens in Georgia who speed along
that state’s highways.

Illegal alien Juan Carlos RojasSierra recently confessed to sexually assaulting a physically disabled woman in Waukesha County,
Wisconsin. Rojas-Sierra broke into
the woman’s home and assaulted
her while she was sleeping. The
crime is very unique for the suburban Milwaukee community. However, random acts of violence are
being committed by illegal aliens
in almost every community in the
nation.

SNEAK OF THE MONTH:

San Francisco
Mayor Gavin
Newsom
San Francisco Mayor Gavin
Newsom, is November’s “Sneak
of the Month” for his bizarre and
dangerous policies towards illegal
immigration.
Newsom, a die hard open border
advocate, was recently discovered
to have implemented a policy
whereby violent illegal aliens
detained by San Francisco police
were being relocated to private
halfway houses where they could
escape.
Newsom was chastised by the
media as well as the U.S. Border
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Security Council for his reckless
policies and his blatant hypocrisy.
On one hand Newsom is fighting tooth and nail to keep San
Francisco’s “sanctuary city” status.
Meanwhile he is taking violent
illegal aliens, who have flocked
to his city because of its policy of
offering sanctuary, and dumping
them on unsuspecting communities where they can escape and reek
havoc.
For being a dangerous hypocrite,
Gavin Newsom is November’s
“Sneak of the Month.”

A recent study conducted by the
Maricopa County Attorneys office
in Arizona detailed the devastation
being wrought on that county by illegal aliens. The study found that:
In 2007, illegal immigrants accounted for:
- 16.5% of those sentenced for
violent crimes
- 18.5% of those sentenced for
property crimes
- 33.5% of those sentenced for
the manufacture, sale or transport
of drugs
- 50% of those sentenced for
crimes related to “chop shops”
- 35.8% of those sentenced for
kidnapping
- 20.3% of those sentenced for
felony DUI.

Help Defend Our
Borders!
I want to help defend
America’s sovereignty from
the invasion of illegal aliens.
Enclosed is my contribution
of:
__ $10 __$15 __$25 __$50
__$100

__$Other ______

Return this form with your
contribution to:
U.S. Border Security Council
P.O. Box 96197
Washington, DC20090-6197
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Fraudulent Loans Could Cripple Economy (continued from page 1)
ford and had no intention of paying. And now the banks are paying
the price.

of illegals in the U.S. There will
be more and more foreclosures and
more and more economic hardship
for law abiding Americans.

The giant lender Wachovia
recently faced imminent collapse
before being purchased by another
institution. Wachovia was infamous for marketing its services to
illegal immigrants.
“No one really should be surprised by any of this,” says Griffin. “After all, illegal aliens are by
definition criminals. They broke
the law by sneaking into this country. It seems only logical that they
would steal someone else’s identity
and lie on a mortgage application
in order to get a loan. Then, when
the bank demands payment of the
mortgage, these illegals just move
to a new town and start all over
again.”

Griffin also points out that the
open borders lobby continues to insist that illegal aliens truly do care
about America and its citizens.
The foreclosure crisis is also depressing
home prices for ordinary Americans. The
illegal aliens don’t care.

The mortgage crisis that in
recent weeks has sent the stock
market reeling and the government
scrambling to bailout banks will
only be exacerbated by the illegal
aliens’ fraudulent mortgages.
“From everything I’ve read, we
have only begun to unravel this
massive problem,” explains Griffin.
“There are millions and millions

“If these invaders cared about
this great nation and our citizens,
they wouldn’t be destroying it
through their illegal behavior. No
one in his right mind believes that
any illegal alien cares that their actions are undermining housing prices and hurting ordinary Americans.
These are selfish people who could
care less if America is plunged into
an economic depression.”

Council Launches Immigration Field Study (continued from page 1)
The Immigration Field Study
will involve mailing a comprehensive survey to supporters of the
U.S. Border Security Council all
across the nation. All recipients are
urged to fill out and return the survey promptly. Then, the Council
will tabulate the results and make
a detailed report to Congress and
supporters.
“This is a very exciting project,” says Griffin. “It is high time
ordinary Americans are allowed to
express their opinions on exactly
how illegal immigration is affecting them.”
The Immigration Field Study is
just one of a number of new projects being rolled out by the U.S.
Border Security Council for 2009.
“The new Congress will be
more hostile to border security than
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any other Congress in this country’s history,” Griffin explains. “We
are going to have to be very cre-

“We want to know if everyday activities like church
services or school activities
are being changed to accommodate illegal aliens,”
explains Council Executive
Director Brice Griffin.

The Immigration Field Study is
a major step in this effort.
“It is going to be awfully hard
for a Member of Congress to vote
for amnesty or additional benefits
for illegals when confronted by a
report saying his constituents are
being adversely affected by illegal
immigration,” says Griffin. “That
is the point of this report.”
Supporters should be soon
receiving their survey in the mail.
Recipients should take their time
and think carefully about the questions and then answer them honestly. The results of each question
will then be included in the final
report to Congress.

ative and very aggressive in order
to get our message out.”
U.S. Border Security.Info
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Page one of this month’s newsletter explains
a very important project for the U.S. Border Security Council -- our National Immigration Field
Study.
This effort is a a comprehensive effort to de-

termine exactly how illegal immigration affects you.
Please be on the lookout for this important survey and take a few
minutes to fill it out.
You and I know that illegal immigration is a problem. However,
too many of our elected officials don’t believe it.
These politicians claim that illegal aliens are only a problem in big
cities and along the border.
That’s ridiculous. And I intend to prove it with the results of this
important survey.
Please fill yours out and return it as soon as possible.

Stay Informed

Border Security Talking Points
Open borders advocates love to use myths and outright falsehoods
to push their pro-illegal alien policies. Here are just a few facts
and figures you can use when debating the urgent need for border
security:
There are now at least 13
million illegal aliens living in
the United States. The illegal
population is greater than the
entire population of Illinois, the
fourth most populous state.

Over 2.1 million “anchor
babies” have been born in the
United States since 2002. These
children are considered U.S. citizens and will be allowed to vote.

American taxpayers have had
to pay almost $400 billion in
social service benefits to illegal
aliens since 1996.

Since 2005 ICE has arrested
8,000 immigrant gangsters.
These violent criminals hail
from an amazing 700 different
gangs.

Over $300 billion has been
wired back to Latin America by
immigrants. This money is critical
to keeping many Latin American
dictators in power. Without it, their
peasant populations would revolt
and demand political reforms.

